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Abstract

As the malware research field became more established
over the last two decades, new research questions arose,
such as how to make malware research reproducible, how
to bring scientific rigor to attack papers, or what is an ap-
propriate malware dataset for relevant experimental re-
sults. The challenges these questions pose also brings pit-
falls that affect the multiple malware research stakehold-
ers. To help answering those questions and to highlight
potential research pitfalls to be avoided, in this paper, we
present a systematic literature review of 491 papers on
malware research published in major security conferences
between 2000 and 2018. We identified the most common
pitfalls present in past literature and propose a method
for assessing current (and future) malware research. Our
goal is towards integrating science and engineering best
practices to develop further, improved research by learn-
ing from issues present in the published body of work.
As far as we know, this is the largest literature review
of its kind and the first to summarize research pitfalls
in a research methodology that avoids them. In total,
we discovered 20 pitfalls that limit current research im-
pact and reproducibility. The identified pitfalls range
from (i) the lack of a proper threat model, that compli-
cates paper’s evaluation, to (ii) the use of closed-source
solutions and private datasets, that limit reproducibility.
We also report yet-to-be-overcome challenges that are in-
herent to the malware nature, such as non-deterministic
analysis results. Based on our findings, we propose a set
of actions to be taken by the malware research and de-
velopment community for future work: (i) Consolidation
of malware research as a field constituted of diverse re-
search approaches (e.g., engineering solutions, offensive
research, landscapes/observational studies, and network
traffic/system traces analysis); (ii) design of engineering
solutions with clearer, direct assumptions (e.g., position-
ing solutions as proofs-of-concept vs. deployable); (iii)
design of experiments that reflects (and emphasizes) the
target scenario for the proposed solution (e.g., corpora-
tion, user, country-wide); (iv) clearer exposition and dis-
cussion of limitations of used technologies and exercised
norms/standards for research (e.g., the use of closed-
source antiviruses as ground-truth).

1 Introduction

As the malware research field has grown and became
more established over the last two decades, many re-
search questions have arisen about challenges not yet
completely overcome by the malware research commu-
nity. For example, How to make malware research re-
producible? ; Does papers based on attacks strictly require
scientific rigor?; What constitutes a well-balanced and
appropriate dataset of malware and goodware to evalu-
ate detection solutions? ; How to define a relevant, ap-
propriated ground-truth for malware experiments? ; and
What criteria should be used to evaluate offline and on-
line defense solutions? are important questions for cur-
rent and future research that cannot be left unanswered
in further papers on the field. Failing in answering those
questions may lead to pitfalls that cause delays in anti-
malware advances, such as: (i) offensive research are not
scientific enough to be published; (ii) the development
of offline and online engineering solutions being devel-
oped and evaluated under the same assumptions; (iii)
the adoption of unrealistic and biased datasets; (iv) con-
sidering any AV labeled samples as ground-truth without
measuring their distribution and relevance, among oth-
ers.

As pointed out by Herley and P. C. van Oorschot [82] in
their survey of the security research field: “The science
seems under-developed in reporting experimental results,
and consequently in the ability to use them. The research
community does not seem to have developed a generally
accepted way of reporting empirical studies so that peo-
ple could reproduce the work”. In this blurry scenario, all
stakeholders are affected: beginners are often not aware
of the challenges that they will face while developing their
research projects, being discouraged after the first unex-
pected obstacles; researchers facing those challenges may
not be completely aware that they are falling for a pitfall;
industry experts often do not understand the role of aca-
demic research in security solutions development; paper
reviewers end up with no guidelines about which project
decisions are acceptable regarding the faced challenges,
making it difficult to decide what type of work is good
work.

Although understanding malware research challenges
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and pitfalls is crucial for the advancement of the field and
the development of the next generation of sound anti-
malware security solutions, a few work have focused on
attempting to answer those questions and shedding some
light on these pitfalls. Previous works have only consid-
ered isolated malware research aspects, such as informa-
tion flow [34] or sandbox limitations [127]. Therefore,
in this paper, we decided to investigate such phenomena
scientifically: we conducted a systematic review of the
malware literature over a period of 18 years (2000-2018),
which encompasses 491 papers from the major security
conferences. Based on this systematization, we discuss
practices that we deemed scientific, thus reproducible,
and that should be included in the gold standard of mal-
ware research.

Overall, malware research integrates science and engi-
neering aspects. Therefore, we describe “malware re-
search” in terms of a malware research method, accord-
ing to the following steps (see Figure 2): (i) Common
Core (from the Scientific Method); (ii) Research Ob-
jective Definition; (ii) Background Research; (iii) Hy-
pothesis/Research Requirements; (iv) Experiment De-
sign; (v) Test of Hypothesis/Evaluation of Solution; and
(vi) Analysis of Results. Based on this framework, we
reviewed the selected literature and identified 20 falla-
cies about malware research, which were described and
organized according to their occurrence in the Malware
Research Method. The identified pitfalls range from the:
(Reasoning Phase) unbalanced development of research
work, which is currently concentrated on engineering so-
lution proposals, with a scarcity of research on threat
panoramas, which should provide the basis for support-
ing work on engineering solutions; (Development Phase)
the lack of proper threat model definitions for many so-
lutions, which makes their positioning and evaluation
harder; and (Evaluation Phase) the use of private and/or
non-representative datasets, that do not streamline re-
producibility or their application in real scenarios.

In addition to pitfalls, we also identified challenges that
researchers face regarding practical considerations, a step
we modeled in our proposed Malware Research Method.
For example, when developing a malware detection so-
lution, researchers soon realize that many stakeholders,
such as AV companies, do not disclose full information
about their detection methods due to intellectual prop-
erty issues, which limits solution’s comparisons. More-
over, researchers working on dynamic analysis or detec-
tion also soon realize that a non-negligible percentage of
their collected samples may be broken due to the lack
of a required module, library, collaborating process, or
because a domain was sinkholed, which also limits their
evaluations. Therefore, we present a discussion about the
root of each identified challenge and pitfall, supported by
statistics from the literature review. Despite this strong
supporting statistics, we do not consider all presented
claims as definitive answers, but we acknowledge that

others may have different understandings. Thus, we in-
tend to stimulate the security community to discuss each
pitfall and how they should be approached.

From the lessons learned, we proposed a set of recom-
mendations for different stakeholders (researchers, re-
viewers, conference/workshop organizers, and industry),
aiming at the next generation of research in the field
and to discuss open challenges that the community has
yet to tackle. For example, we propose for researchers:
clearly state their assumptions about malware and good-
ware repositories to allow for bias identification and re-
search reproducibility; for reviewers: be mindful of the
Anchor bias [64] when evaluating the appropriateness of
a dataset, since the representativeness of the environ-
ment in which an engineering tool is supposed to oper-
ate (corporate, home, lab) might be the most important
evaluation criteria, despite the dataset size; for con-
ferences/workshop organizers: increase support for
the publication of more research on threat landscape, as
they establish a foundation for new defense tools; and for
AV companies: disclose the detection engines and/or
methods leveraged for detecting samples as part of the
AV labels. We do not expect that all of our proposed
guidelines be fully addressed in all papers, since it can
be almost impossible in some circumstances due to re-
search/experiment limitations. However, our goal is to
position them as a statement of good research practices
to be pursued.

To the best of our knowledge, this is the first comprehen-
sive systematization of pitfalls and challenges in almost
two decades of malware research, and in which the pitfalls
and challenges have been placed in the context of differ-
ent phases of a proposed Malware Research Method, with
a concrete actionable roadmap for the field. We limited
our critical evaluation to the malware field, because it is
the field we have experience as authors, reviewers and PC
members. However, we believe that many of the points
here discussed might be extrapolated for other security
domains (along with the proper reasoning and adapta-
tions), also providing a certain level of contribution to
their scientific enhancement.

In summary, the contributions of our paper are threefold:

1. We propose a Malware Research method that inte-
grates the scientific and engineering methods, which
also addresses practical challenges of current tech-
nologies and industry practices.

2. We identify and discuss 20 Pitfalls in malware re-
search, based on a systematization of 18 years (2000-
2018) of malware literature (491 papers), with each
pitfall placed in the phase they occur in the method.

3. We present a set of actionable recommendations for
the field, researchers, reviewers, conference organiz-
ers, and industry, based on the lessons learned dur-
ing the systematization performed.
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This paper is organized as follows: Section 2 describes
the methodology used in the literature systematization;
Section 3 introduces the Malware Research method, a
method for malware research integrating both scientific
and engineering methods. Section 4 discusses 20 pitfalls
in malware research contextualized according the phase
they occur in the Malware Research method; Section 5
proposes actionable recommendations, based on learned
lessons during systematization. Section 6 reviews related
work and Section 7 concludes the paper.

2 Methodology

We systematized the knowledge of malware research to
identify challenges and pitfalls during research develop-
ment, whereas conducting research in the field. To avoid
reporting anecdotal evidences, we support our discus-
sion points with statistical data from the academic litera-
ture. To do so, we relied on PRISMA [159], an evidence-
based minimum set of items for reporting in systematic
reviews and meta-analyses, commonly used in the so-
cial sciences (see steps in Figure 1). Our goal is not to
present a comprehensive survey of malware literature,
which keeps growing at a fast pace [11, 163], but to sys-
tematize the most relevant pitfalls of the field in a scien-
tific and reproducible fashion. Our search encompassed
the most reputable repositories of peer-reviewed security
papers (IEEE, ACM, USENIX, and Springer) published
between 2000 and 2018.
There are multiple definitions of malicious behaviors [79,
116] that can be considered when performing malware
research. In this work, we adopted the malware defini-
tion proposed by Skoudis and Zeltser [174]: “Malware
is a set of instructions that run on your computer and
make your system do something that an attacker want it
to do”, thus covering a broad range of threats, from self-
contained apps to exploits. Therefore, the search focused
on scholarly work indicating the keywords “malware” or
“malicious software” in their titles, abstracts, or key-
words. As each query resulted in a large number of pa-
pers (approximately 4,700 for IEEE, 2600 for ACM, 100
for USENIX, and 3,000 for Springer), we defined addi-
tional filtering criteria, such as paper’s number of cita-
tions, and conference, workshop or journal ranking. As
expected, papers in highly ranked conferences are signif-
icantly more cited than papers in other conferences or
journal papers. Therefore, we selected the most cited
papers in the set of top-ranked conferences.
We filtered out papers whose techniques could be em-
ployed by malware, but the contributions would not be
mainly characterized as malware research, such as side-
channel data exfiltration, hardware Trojans, and formal
theorem proofs. In Table 1, we provide the distribution
of the 491 selected papers by year and conference, high-
lighting the increasing pace of published papers over the
years.

Figure 1: PRISMA methodology. Literature review
steps.

The long-term observation period allows to spot trends
and evolution in the malware research procedures. In
this sense, it is important to highlight that our goal is not
to point fingers to past research practices but to identify
when they changed and if such changes produced positive
results.

3 The Malware Research Method

In this work, we discuss malware research challenges and
pitfalls based on the definitions of scientific methodol-
ogy [157] and engineering design [149]. These principles
introduce large commonalities and aim to evaluate the
validity of a hypothesis or a solution to a given problem.
However, the strategies and criteria for both methods
differ in some aspects, for instance, there is no consen-
sus on whether malware research falls into the science or
engineering category. We propose that such characteriza-
tion depends on the type of research, but in most cases,
it is science and engineering. For example, the main
goal of observational studies is science and not engineer-
ing, since there is no solution proposal for a problem. A
framework to detect malware, on the other hand, aims
at both science and engineering.
Currently, there is no consensus on a methodology for
conducting malware experiments, with some work evalu-
ated exclusively according to one of the aforementioned
methods. This view can lead to many derived pitfalls,
as computer science presents many paradigms [52] which
cannot be evaluated in a complete manner using a sin-
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Table 1: Selected Papers. Distribution per year (2000 – 2018) and per venue.
Venue/Year 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 Total

USENIX (Security, LEET & WOOT) 1 0 0 0 0 1 1 6 2 3 7 8 10 12 9 7 9 13 6 95
CCS 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 2 4 6 6 7 11 9 11 14 2 11 6 89

ACSAC 0 0 0 0 2 3 2 4 4 1 3 8 10 7 10 6 3 7 8 78
IEEE S&P 0 1 0 0 0 1 3 2 1 0 0 10 17 12 3 6 4 5 3 68

DIMVA 0 0 0 0 0 4 4 3 8 2 3 0 8 4 8 7 7 5 4 67
NDSS 0 0 0 0 1 0 2 0 3 3 3 3 2 4 5 4 9 7 3 49
RAID 0 0 1 0 0 1 3 0 0 0 0 0 3 5 5 3 4 3 3 31

ESORICS 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 2 1 0 0 2 3 3 0 1 1 0 14
Total 1 1 1 0 3 11 15 17 24 16 22 36 63 56 54 47 39 52 33 491

gle metric (e.g., a validated engineer prototype that does
not ensure scientific proof for all scenarios, or a scientif-
ically proved theorem that cannot be implemented as a
prototype).
As mentioned in the Introduction, we propose that mal-
ware research should follow an approach as effective as
NASA’s, i.e., one that combines and benefits from both
methods (scientific and engineering). Whereas NASA’s
ultimate goal is to promote research exploration by sci-
entific means [143], most of its efforts (and budget) are
spent on developing technology to overcome the practical
challenges involved in such discoveries [144]. Therefore,
we here propose that malware research should be con-
ducted integrating the scientific and engineering methods
in what we call the Malware Research Method.
In Figure 2, we illustrate this integrated proposal, detail-
ing the typical research workflow for developing malware
research, which is composed of the following steps:

1. Common Core: This step is common to both
scientific and engineering methods, and consists of
defining what type of research will be conducted and
how the research will proceed.

(a) Research Objective Definition (What do
you want to do?): This step consists of es-
tablishing the goals of the proposed research.
For example, does the research consist of
proposing a new anti-malware solution, a new
attack, or a new tool to aid malware analysis?

(b) Background Research (What have al-
ready been done in previous work?): This
step consists of gathering background informa-
tion to support hypothesis formulation and so-
lutions requirement identification. It also al-
lows the research to be placed in the context of
prior literature to assert the type of its contri-
bution, e.g. novel work, incremental research,
reproducibility work, etc.

(c) Hypothesis Definition & Research Re-
quirements (What are the proposed hy-
pothesis or requirement steps to test
them?): Depending on the type of research,
this step consists of formulating hypotheses to
be tested and/or defining the requirements to

test the hypothesis, which may include devel-
oping an engineering solution.

2. Engineering: This step is required only for re-
search that proposes practical/empirical solutions to
problems, whose results do not fit into the classic
scientific method [157]. However, we chose to in-
clude it to cover the bulk of malware research that
consists of the development of tools that, in the end,
support further scientific advances. Non-engineering
research (e.g., observational studies, analysis of sam-
ples) will skip these steps and proceed directly to
“Experiment Design”.

(a) Solution Requirements: This step consists
of reasoning and stating the functional, secu-
rity, operational, performance, and/or usabil-
ity requirements of the proposed solution.

(b) Solution Design (What are the solu-
tion requirements and how to implement
them?): This step consists of reasoning about
design aspects of the proposed solution, such as
the definition of a threat model, assumptions,
target platform (e.g., Linux, Windows, An-
droid, IoT) and public (e.g., corporate, home
users, mobile users, researchers, etc.), and def-
inition of whether the solution is a proof-of-
concept prototype or is proper for deployment
into production.

(c) Solution Development/Prototyping
(How to develop the proposed solu-
tion?): This step consists of effectively
implementing the proposed solution.

3. Scientific Method: This step consists of testing
hypotheses and analyzing the results obtained (for
non-engineering malware research) or performing an
empirical evaluation of the proposed solution.

(a) Experiment Design (How will you eval-
uate what you did?): This step consists
of designing an experiment to test hypotheses
or to verify whether the established require-
ments of the proposed solution were met or
not. For purely scientific studies, it involves de-
termining the methodology for data collection
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or performing an attack, sample sizes, experi-
ment conditions, and dependent and indepen-
dent variables. If the study involves humans,
the researcher also needs either to obtain insti-
tutional review board (IRB) approval for data
collection or to justify the reason behind the
lack of need to seek such approval. For engi-
neering solutions, it involves determining eval-
uation criteria (e.g., functionality, security, per-
formance, usability, accuracy) and defining the
test environment, benchmarks, and datasets.

(b) Tests of Hypothesis/Evaluation of Solu-
tion (What happens in practice?): This
step consists of testing hypotheses or effectively
conducting experiments to evaluate an engi-
neering solution by leveraging the developed
or existing tools and considering the peculiari-
ties, limitations, and idiosyncrasies of support-
ing tools, technologies, environments, operat-
ing systems, and software repositories. De-
pending on the type of research, it may leverage
statistical methods to test hypotheses, or the
use of AV solutions, benchmarks, and virtual
machines/sandboxes. Practical considerations
of evaluation procedures are often neglected in
most research works. In addition, whereas we
highlight the importance of considering practi-
cal aspects for performing experiments, we ad-
vocate for practical considerations to be con-
sidered in all research steps.

Once we have discussed our method for malware re-
search, it is important to highlight that such dichotomy
between science and engineering has not been restricted
to malware analysis, but, in fact, extends to the whole
computer science field [58]. However, in this work, we
limit the discussion to the malware subject since our lit-
erature review is limited to it.

In the following section, we discuss the major challenges
and pitfalls of malware research, which we identified af-
ter applying the aforementioned steps, and based on our
extensive review of the last (almost) two decades of lit-
erature in the field, as well as during our practice devel-
oping malware analysis and detection malware research
experiments.

4 Challenges & Pitfalls

This section presents the challenges and pitfalls of mal-
ware research according to our proposed Malware Re-
search Method and the literature review. Each pitfall
is discussed as a self-contained issue, although some of
them might also relate to others. An overview of the
discussed challenges and pitfalls is depicted in Figure 3.

4.1 Research Objective Definition

“Malware research” is a term used in the literature to de-
scribe a wide field of work that embraces multiple goals.
Therefore, before digging into any detail about how re-
search is conducted, we need to understand which types
of research are developed under the malware “umbrella”.
To provide a summary of the paper’s goals, our research
team read and (manually) classified all papers. Accord-
ing to our understanding (cross-checked by the research
team’s members), malware research can be categorized as
follows (see Table 2 for examples of representative work
in each category):

1. Engineering Solutions: Research proposing
mechanisms to counter malware, such as signature-
based and behavioral-based detectors and tools and
frameworks to aid malware analysis (e.g., static ana-
lyzers, sandboxes, reverse engineering frameworks).

2. Offensive Techniques: Research exposing gaps
and/or security breaches to inform the development
of future effective security solutions. It involves pre-
senting exploits and proofs-of-concept (PoCs) at-
tacks against specific targets.

3. Observational Studies: Research focusing on an-
alyzing samples from a family of malware, specific
platform (e.g., desktop, mobile), or ecosystem land-
scape (e.g., a country, corporation), to inform the
development of future security solutions develop-
ments tools and malware trends. This type of re-
search usually falls exclusively under the scientific
method, therefore, skipping the steps from the engi-
neering method.

4. Network Traffic: Research analyzing and propos-
ing solutions for detecting malicious payloads in net-
work traffic. It might or not involve the execution
of malware samples, because malicious traffic can
be obtained from multiple sources (e.g., honeypots,
corporation, etc). Despite not directly investigat-
ing malware samples, such work advances under-
standing in malware detection via network behavior
characterization. Most network traffic research work
skips typical malware analysis research issues, such
as system interaction, packing, and anti-analysis, to
focus on the traffic generated by successfully exe-
cuted samples. Therefore, we do not consider this
type of study for system statistics pitfalls to not
bias our analyses (e.g., with their lack of malware
threat models), but we considered them as malware
research for the sake of dataset size definition eval-
uation.

These categories are not an exhaustive enumeration of all
types of malware research, but a summary of the most
popular research types. First, because some types of
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Table 2: Representative papers for each research type.

Objective Representative Papers
Desktop Malware [13], [14, 54, 147, 125, 113, 29, 187]

Observational Mobile Malware [126], [213, 74, 59, 211, 62, 100]
Studies Web Malware [165], [4, 138, 142, 140]

Sandbox [104] [203, 19, 137, 21, 26, 209, 92, 136, 75]
Engineering Malware Detector [150], [44, 47, 180, 202, 84, 65, 208, 114]

Solutions Family Classifier [86], [57, 212, 151, 107, 155, 77, 97, 206, 106, 181]
Targeting System Design: [71], [32, 198, 55, 108, 12, 28, 204, 93, 6]

Offensive Targeting Firmware: [27], [158, 117, 81, 40, 15, 175]
Research Adversarial Machine Learning [42], [78, 115, 207, 91, 45, 43, 210, 102, 2, 96]

Domain Generation Algorithms [182], [195, 148, 134, 17, 83, 169, 197, 120]
Network Honeypots [10], [119, 94, 214, 177, 88, 205, 118, 51, 70, 76, 89]
Traffic Network Signatures [161], [200, 156, 162, 141, 160, 146, 123]

research might not be represented by the papers pub-
lished in the conferences during the considered period
(e.g., malware propagation models). Second, because, in
practice, many research work outside the system secu-
rity field exemplifies their solutions via PoCs dubbed as
malware. However, their main contributions are placed
outside the malware domain, therefore we do not clas-
sify them here as malware research. For instance, we
did not include work on cryptographic side-channels or
attacks to air-gap systems as malware research, because
the primary goal of these proposals are not to present
new ways of infecting systems but to discuss information
theory-based techniques for data retrieval.

It is also important to notice that these categories are
technology-agnostic, i.e., their goals might be accom-
plished using distinct techniques. For instance, machine
learning and deep learning techniques are often associ-
ated with malware detection tasks, but they can also be
considered for traffic analysis or even attack purposes.

Challenge 1: Developing a balanced portfolio of
types of malware research. Considering the Mal-
ware Research method, it is plausible to hypothesize that
observational studies would be the most popular type
of malware research, given that understanding malware
(characteristics, behavior, invariants, targets, trends)
should precede the development of solutions. Insights
from such studies can inform the impact of vulnerabili-
ties, the evaluation of defense solutions, and the under-
standing of context and real-world scenarios. Similarly,
one would expect a greater number of offensive research
to be proposed because such type of research helps in
anticipation of threats, identification of gaps in obser-
vational studies, development of sound defense solutions
for novel threats. However, from 2000 to 2004, only en-
gineering solutions were published in the literature. Fig-
ure 4 presents research type distribution after 2005.

Engineering Solutions have been the most popular
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Figure 4: Prevalence of published paper as a func-
tion of research type. For most years, Engineer-
ing Solution has been the most prevalent research type,
whereas Observational Studies has been the less popular.

research type over the years, thus indicating the
consolidation of this research type. Network Traffic
research is the second most popular research type in
almost all years, thus also suggesting its consolidations
as a long-term research line. Observational Studies
and Offensive Research, in turn, have been the least
popular, although having recently (2014 and 2016)
started to grow, suggesting that this kind of research is
not consolidated yet as a long-term research line. On
one hand, it is desirable that the community prioritizes
fighting malware with concrete solutions to the multiple
threats targeting user’s security. On the other hand, this
significant disparity between the prevalence of papers
on Engineering Solutions vs. the remaining types (e.g.,
observational and offensive research work combined
account for less than 50% of all published Engineering
Solutions papers) raises concerns about the effectiveness
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of such approaches—they might address less relevant
aspects, factors, and problems due to a lack of insights
about real-world malware trends. How can one be sure
about the effectiveness of proposed solutions without
long-term evaluations of their impact? Therefore, it is
essential for the community to diversify and understand
the impact of the distinct types of malware research
work, as following discussed.

Pitfall 1: Engineering Solutions Not Informed by
Observation Studies Data. The current paucity of
observational studies in the academic literature led us
to investigate whether this comes (i) from few existent
observational studies being enough to inform multiple
engineering solutions or (ii) engineering solutions being
developed without considering observational studies find-
ings, which would consist in a pitfall since engineering so-
lutions developed without a good understanding of con-
text and prevalence of families may not reflect real-world
scenarios. Further, this might challenge the definition
of appropriate dataset sizes (e.g., how many different
samples, on average, target a user within a given period
and in a given environment?), malware family1 balanc-
ing (e.g., are corporations more targeted by Trojans or
Ransomware?), and threat model definition (e.g., what is
the prevalence of kernel rootkits vs userland malware?).
Lack of reliance on observational studies as foundations
for developing engineering solutions may also cause pa-
per reviewers to acquire biases. For example, if the study
does not leverage the development of a practical solution,
some reviewers might claim that the contribution is lim-
ited.

Although our literature review revealed the existence of
observational studies (e.g., malware packer [187], Win-
dows malware [13], and Android malware [126]) that
could be used to back many project decisions (e.g., based,
for instance, on the threat prevalence data presented by
these research work), their use is very limited in prac-
tice. Whereas each one of these papers is cited by more
than 10 other papers among the considered top confer-
ences, their citations are placed in the context of related
work for many engineering solutions [80, 46] and not on
project decision’s support.

In our view, a good usage of previous observational stud-
ies is when their findings are used to support project de-
cisions. Although no good example of this phenomenon
was identified among the considered malware papers, we
can identify this good practice in the study of Levesque
and Fernandez [121], which presents an experiment to
assess the effectiveness of an anti-malware solution for a
population of 50 users via clinical trials. They describe
their assessment steps as follows: They (i) first describe
the dataset size definition challenge (“The challenge is
then to identify the desired effect size to be detected before
conducting the experiment”); (ii) identify that the chal-

1set of samples with similar goals and/or implementations

lenge can be overcome by relying on previous data (“the
effect size can be estimated based on prior studies”); and
(iii) finally, leverage this prior data for the task at hand
(“Based on the results of our previous study...we know
that 20% of the participants were infected even though
they were protected, and that 38% of the total population
would have been infected if they had not been protected
by an AV product.”).

Whereas the lack of longitudinal studies was already
acknowledged for some research subjects (e.g., Luo et
al. [129] claiming “there is no longitudinal study that
investigates the evolution of mobile browser vulnera-
bilities”), we here extend those claims for the general
malware research subject.

Pitfall 2: Engineering Solutions Not Informed
by Offensive Studies Data. As for the observational
studies, the paucity in the number of offensive papers
published in the academic literature led us to question
whether (i) few studies were enough to support engineer-
ing solution’s developments or (ii) solutions have been
developed without being informed by such type of work.
We discovered that, as for observational studies, offen-
sive papers have been mostly referred as related work
and not as a basis for developments.

A first hypothesis for the lack of reliance on offensive
papers is a generalization of the reasons for the lack of
reliance on observational studies, with researchers be-
coming used to develop a hypothesis in an ad-hoc man-
ner. Another plausible hypothesis for the relatively low
number of published and referred offensive work are re-
search biases. Previous work have already discussed the
existence of possible biases in favor and against offensive
papers [82]; Some researchers consider that vulnerability
discoveries (also called “attack papers”) are not scientific
contributions. On one hand, we agree that disclosing vul-
nerabilities without appropriate reasoning (and respon-
sible reporting to stakeholders) does not contribute to-
wards advancing the field. On the other hand, we believe
that the field (especially defense solutions) can greatly
benefit from more offensive work conducted in a scientific
manner (i.e., constructing hypotheses and theories in ad-
dition to presenting an isolated evidence). Examples of
open or only partially-addressed research questions for
offensive papers are: research exposing weaknesses in
existing defense solutions (e.g., malware classifiers eva-
sions), insights on attacks’ measurement in practice (e.g.,
how long do attackers take to exploit a vulnerability in
practice after a 0-day disclosure? [16]) insights to inform
the development of future defensive solutions (e.g., how
hard is it to find a Return Oriented Programming–ROP–
gadget in a program?).

The case of ROP attacks, in a general way, is an illus-
trative example of offensive papers developed in a sci-
entific manner according the Malware Research Method
proposed in this work. Whereas proposing exploitation
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techniques, these research work [132, 33, 71] do not fo-
cus on exploiting specific applications but to investigate
a whole class of vulnerabilities abusing the same infec-
tion vectors (e.g., buffer overflows and code reuse). The
work by Goktas et all [71], for instance, reproduces and
investigates previous solutions proposed in the literature
to establish the limits of existing ROP defenses.
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Figure 5: Offensive papers per security conference.
Most malware research papers are published in USENIX
WOOT and not in the other top venues.

Regardless of the reason for the low number of offensive
malware papers, we advocate for the community to ac-
knowledge the importance of this type of study and also
focus its efforts on the development of more offensive re-
search. Currently, a first step towards acknowledging and
increasing the importance of the offensive security field
has been given by the establishment of targeted events as
USENIX Workshop On Offensive Technologies (WOOT).
However, the community efforts should still be extended
to other top venues, which do not present offensive mal-
ware papers published in most years, as shown in Fig-
ure 5.

4.2 Hypothesis Definition & Research
Requirements

The lack of reliance on malware landscapes and other
threat panoramas to support the proper design of mal-
ware research projects may end up in development pit-
falls that require additional reasoning to be overcome, as
following discussed:

Challenge 2: Defining Threat Models. Threat
modeling defines: (i) what will be protected (e.g., a sys-
tem against malware, a buffer against injection, etc.), (ii)
which methods will be leveraged for the task (e.g., static
analysis, runtime monitoring, machine learning classifi-
cation) and (iii) who the stakeholders are (e.g., user, an-
alyst, system administrator, an AV, company, attacker,
etc).

The threat model should reflect the decisions about the
question or problem at hand, for example, which problem
should be addressed first and which the most promising
strategies for testing the hypothesis or solving the prob-
lem.

A well-defined threat model allows researchers to bet-
ter position their work in the context of the literature
by clearly stating the question(s) that they want to an-
swer or the problem that they are trying to solve and,
therefore, streamlining the peer-review process evaluat-
ing whether the researcher’s goals were achieved.

Therefore, proposed research without clearly defined
threat models also makes the peer-review process harder
and raises concerns about the viability and limits of the
hypotheses and proposed solutions.

Threat model definitions should not be limited to papers
proposing defensive solutions, but should also cover
attack papers. In such a case, researchers are required
to clearly define what are the assumptions about the
attack (e.g., infection vector) and which type of defense
the attack is supposed to bypass (e.g., address space
layout randomization).

Pitfall 3: Engineering solutions and offensive re-
search failing to define clear threat models. Ide-
ally, all malware research papers should dedicate space
for addressing threat model definitions and/or papers as-
sumptions, either in the form of a dedicated threat model
section or as any other portion of the text clearly high-
lighting researcher’s reasoning on the subject. Unfortu-
nately, this is not observed in practice. Figure 6 shows
the ratio of engineering solutions and offensive research
papers published after 2007 presenting threat model def-
initions (Model line). In our review, we were not able
to identify any paper explicitly defining threat models
in a structured way (e.g., a section or paragraph exclu-
sively dedicated to the present researcher’s reasoning)
from 2000 to 2006 (which is likely due to the fact that
this concept was not well-established by that time).

We notice that, in practice, most papers do not present
a dedicated threat model section, either by distributing
solution presentation along with the entire text in a non-
structured manner or even by not reasoning about the
proposed solution threat model, assuming some implicit
model and/or standard, which is not always clear for
the reader. For instance, in some papers [103, 193], the
reader only discovers that Windows was the targeted OS
when a Windows API is referred, which indicates an im-
plicit assumption on the popularity of Windows malware
over that period, an important missing information to
motivate the work, evaluate their importance, and char-
acterize their results.

This lack of formalization is understandable, however,
when the field was establishing itself in the early 2000s,
but today, with the relative maturity of the field, crucial
that malware research follows a more rigorous scientific-
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Figure 6: Threat modelling. The number of papers
formalizing threat models have been growing, but it still
corresponds to roughly 50% of the published work (Pit-
fall 3).

engineering method. Fortunately, such a trend has been
observed, with an increase in papers including threat
model sections in the last decade (2008 to 2018). in com-
parison to the scarcity of definitions from the beginning
of the 2000s. We highlight that a significant fraction of
papers lacking a threat model section are offensive pa-
pers, with ≈50% of attack papers not describing clearly
what are the security mechanisms intended to be by-
passed.

Although defining a threat model is essential, there
is no “gold rule” for defining a precise threat model
and the malware field did not adopt any particular
approach (other security fields, such as cryptography,
have some popular threat modelling strategies [61, 122]).
Therefore, whereas making the correct decisions is hard,
making mistakes is easy and might lead to security
breaches, as following discussed.

Pitfall 4: Too broad threat models. Defining a
threat model is challenging, therefore pitfalls might arise
even when a threat model is clearly stated. For instance,
researchers and reviewers might exaggerate when defin-
ing and evaluating the required security coverage of the
proposed engineering solutions and/or attack proposals.

For instance, an important aspect of threat model defi-
nition is determining what entity will be protected or at-
tacked (e.g., userland vs kernel), i.e., what the solution
scope is. Typically, current systems will either protect
userland or kernel land. Therefore, researchers should
explicitly state their choices about their solution’s op-
erational scopes. Figure 7 shows the prevalence of so-
lutions and attack papers explicitly stating whether or
not their proposal addresses kernel space (Kernel line),
even if in an unstructured manner. From 2004 to 2010,
it was more common than in recent years (2010 to 2018)
for engineering papers to state Kernels somehow in their
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Figure 7: Threat modelling. The percentage of pub-
lished work whose threat model explicitly states the ad-
dressing of kernel issues is very low, oscillating in the
range below 20% in recent years (Pitfall 4). Also, the
number of papers explicitly stating, in their threat mod-
els, whether their solutions is intended for single or multi-
core is low, less than 20% in recent years.

scope.

One hypothesis for this early popularity is the lack of
consolidation of the practice of stating threat models in a
more structured fashion, where issues regarding porting a
solution to or conducting an attack at the kernel level are
directly confronted. When threat models are not defined,
authors address issues in a free,non-systematized way,
only mentioning that a solution port to a given scenario
was possible, but without discussing it in proper details.
We were able to find many examples in the literature
of this practice in multiple contexts: (i) “dynamic anal-
yses could be easily ported to X-Force” [154]; (ii) “the
techniques can be easily ported to support Linux” [56];
and (iii) “can be easily ported to handle PE binary on
Windows” [124]. In practice, porting a solution presents
multiple implications that should be discussed in details
(see Section 4.4).

In turn, when threat models are clearly defined, partic-
ularities, such as the feasibility of implementing a ker-
nel version of a given attack or solution, are omitted by
definition when they are out of scope, thus making the
researcher focus only on the proposed scenario, in a more
rigorous manner.

In recent years, after threat models started being more
clearly defined, the prevalence of userland solutions has
increased, which is hypothesized to be a more realistic
scenario since userland malware is easier to implement
than kernel threats. Although such a hypothesis is
plausible, it is hard to evaluate how close this trend
reflects real scenarios because of paucity of data sup-
porting the prevalence of userland threats in multiple
scenarios, which affects not only researchers defining
threat models, but also reviewers evaluating papers. For
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example, a reviewer might be more prone to pinpoint as
a weakness for a particular solution to not addressing
kernel threats. However, why should it be necessary
for a proposed userland solution to also address kernel
space? The relevance of a threat model (e.g., addresses
only userland) should be backed by data indicating the
relevance of the proposed threat model. We are not
claiming that privilege escalation is not a significant
threat in some scenarios, but we consider that reviewers
questioning the contribution of a solution because it does
not address a variety of scenarios (e.g., userland and
kernel land, desktop and mobile) might still be a bias
derived from early years of poorly-defined threat models
and the current paucity of observational studies pro-
viding insights about prevalence and relevance of threats.

Pitfall 5: Too narrow threat models. If on the one
hand, researchers and reviewers might exaggerate the se-
curity coverage requirements for the developed solutions,
on the other hand, they might neglect important aspects.

For instance, another important threat model definition
is how a given scope will be protected. Modern architec-
tures have been evolving over years from single-core pro-
cessors to multi-core architectures. Therefore, it would
be natural for both attackers and defenders to target
this scenario. Many solutions, however, have still been
developed for the old single-core paradigm [172]. Fig-
ure 7 shows the prevalence of papers stating whether
their solutions are intended to operate on single or multi-
processed platforms (Core line). Most work does not
state their assumptions regarding the processor, which
made us assume that such solutions do not address
multi-core issues. Therefore, this (assumed) prevalence
of single-core solutions shows that, in the core aspect,
reviewers have not been challenging solutions to ad-
dress broader threat models, as observed in the case of
userland-kernel’s case.

In practice, it reflects the lack of supporting data
regarding the prevalence of threats in different archi-
tectures and the lack of evaluation of the real impact
of multi-core threats and solutions in actual scenarios.
Note that, we are not questioning the contribution of
single-core-based solutions, which are valid PoCs (see
Section 4.3), but actually pointing out that not properly
defined threat model may lead to development gaps,
such as the lack of incentives for the understanding of
the impact of distributed threats and the development
of multi-core-based security solutions, problems not
completely addressed by previous work [130, 90, 23].

Challenge 3: Understanding the Roles for a Tech-
nology. Although the discussion on solutions implemen-
tations is placed in another step of our proposed malware
research process, we believe that the adoption of a tech-
nology and/or approach is still part of the threat model
discussion, because the drawbacks of a technology must

be compatible with the scenario envisioned by the re-
searchers and/or users. If these are handled separately,
the greater the chances of solutions not fulfilling the re-
quirements and of research pitfalls emerging. Thus, re-
searchers must understand what is the role of each tech-
nology in the “big picture” of a security solution. It is
essential to understand and acknowledge the pros and
cons of each technology (e.g., signatures, heuristics, ma-
chine learning).

Considering the machine learning (ML) technique as an
example, due to its recent popularity in the field (in con-
junction with deep learning and other variations), re-
searchers must have clear in mind that it might be ap-
plied in distinct steps of a security process and for dis-
tinct tasks, with each own of them presenting their own
drawbacks. In the context of this work, ML technique is
mostly (but not only) referred to as malware detection
solutions, but the approaches for this vary significantly:
from the static classification of files using feature vec-
tors [36] to the dynamic monitoring of the whole-system
operation using outlier detection algorithms and tem-
poral series [99]. Therefore, each case presents its own
drawbacks to be evaluated, such as the distinct limita-
tions (e.g., packing in the first vs. performance in the
latter), and/or distinct competing technologies (e.g., sig-
nature in the first vs. hardware counters in the latter).

Section 6 points to distinct surveys on the drawbacks of
ML for security applications. In the following, we discuss
the most common pitfall derived from the comparison
of distinct technologies (including ML).

Pitfall 6: Failing to consider real-world connec-
tion. Ideally, academic research should introduce pro-
posals that can be further adopted by industry and/or
by home users. However, evaluating if a proposal
is ready to transition to practice is hard. For ex-
ample, consider the signature-matching malware detec-
tion paradigm. Whereas signature-based approaches
are generally proven evadable by morphing code tech-
niques [185], this paradigm is still widely used by AV
companies [48, 50, 18], as the fastest approach to re-
spond to new threats. Considering this scenario, should
signature-based detection research still be considered in
academia?2

We were not able to identify the ratio of defensive solu-
tions leveraging behavior-based and signature-based ap-
proaches for the papers published before 2005, as these
did not clearly state their detection methods. Figure 8
shows the prevalence of signature-based and behavioral-
based defensive solutions leveraging behavior-based and
signature-based approaches for the papers published af-
ter 2006. Most research work tackling malware detec-
tion leverage behavior-based techniques (60% of all pa-
pers proposing a malware detection solution and 70%
in the last eight years) instead of signature-based ap-

2In our view, it should.
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Figure 8: Prevalence of papers proposing
signature-based vs behavioral-based detection.
Behavior-based approaches are more prevalent than
signature-based approaches.

proaches. Does this effort distribution reflect real-world
needs? This is a hard question, as the current under-
standing about AV detection methods and statistics is
limited (see Section 4.5 for a comprehensive discussion).

There are many pros and cons that should be con-
sidered when evaluating the appropriateness of signa-
tures and other behavior mechanisms (e.g., performance,
database size, so on). Table 3 exemplifies the compar-
ison of some selected research work to highlight their
multi-dimensional characteristics. However, despite the
distinct pros and cons of signatures and ML models,
the most frequent complaint about signatures seems to
be their low resistance to evasion attempts by mini-
mal morphing code patches (i.e., changing a few bits).
This is mentioned in almost all work proposing behavior-
based solutions. Whereas this is indeed a limitation of
signature-based approaches, this kind of attack is also
possible for other approaches, such as the ones based on
Machine Learning (ML), which is not mentioned by any
of the evaluated work. A recent research work demon-
strates that the simple fact of appending bytes to a bi-
nary might lead to classification evasion [36] (for a more
complete discussion on ML attacks, check [186]). Thus,
this evasion possibility should not be the only criteria to
consider or discard signature or ML approaches as detec-
tion mechanisms.

In practice, whereas some claim that “signatures are
dead” [170], some AV companies incorporate YARA sig-
natures as part of their solutions [133]. From our litera-
ture review, the academic community seems to be more
engaged in the first hypothesis, given the prevalence of
behavior-based research work. The community, however,
should care to not neglect the second scenario and ac-
quire a bias against new signature-based proposals. In
real scenarios, signatures and behavioral approaches tend
to be used complementary, and research work targeting

real-scenarios must reflect this setting.

4.3 Solutions Design

The research goals and considerations defined in the
previous steps directly affect the defensive solutions
developed to achieve them. Here, we discuss the pitfalls
derived from vague/imprecise research goals and design
assumptions in defense-based engineering tools.

Challenge 4: Handling the Increased Complexity
of Malware Research. Every research discovery offers
contributions to the security community, either by intro-
ducing a new technique, proving a security property, or
providing data about a given particular scenario. There-
fore, with the maturity of the malware research field, it
is plausible to hypothesize that research work has been
increasingly complex and proposing a greater number of
contributions.
To explore this hypothesis, we manually aggregated the
number of claimed contributions from all 491 papers re-
viewed as part of this systematization. Figure 9 shows
that the average number of claimed contributions per pa-
per per year has been increasing over time and seems to
have saturated in an average of three distinct contribu-
tions per paper since 2014.
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Figure 9: Number of papers claimed contributions.
Papers are getting more complex and claiming an in-
creasing number of contributions.

On one hand, a growing number of contributions per pa-
per is a good indicator that the field has been tackling sig-
nificant challenges and addressing bigger problems. On
the other hand, this increasing number of claimed con-
tributions per paper raises the following question: are
solutions claiming multiple and diverse contributions at-
tempting to operate in a “one-size-fits-all” fashion”?
It is important to notice that we are not doubting these
researcher’s capabilities, but it seems that presenting
such a high number, such as six or seven, of multiple,
distinct contributions in a single paper is not reasonable
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Table 3: Research Works Comparison. Research works relying on distinct approach must be evaluated according
to their multiple dimensions.

Work Gionta et al [69] Cha et al. [39] Shafiq et al. [173] Allen et al. [3]
Goal Triage Triage Detection Detection

Technique Signature Signature Model Model
Environment Cloud Linux Windows Android

Features 7 7 3 3
Performance (+) 87% 90% 0% 0%

Detection (+) 0% 0% 96% 97%

when aiming to provide a complete scientific treatment
of the investigated subject. We are also not suggesting
this metric to be used as definitive proof of the quality
of one’s work; it is not possible, distinct authors have
distinct writing styles when stating their contributions.
More specifically, we are concerned about the hypothet-
ical possibility of this “raising the bar” mentality on
claimed contributions creating a scenario of discoveries
being less in-depth explored than they should. It is
understandable that in the current very competitive
world researchers have to tune up their claims, but
it cannot be done at the charge of the discovery and
exploration feelings. Thus, authors should care to first
explore their discoveries in-depth and demonstrate
their potential for solving the tackled problem in the
stated scenario, despite limitations to operate in other
conditions, before attempting to extend their solutions
to other contexts.

Pitfall 7: Developing “one-size-fits-all” solutions.
To understand the problem regarding “one-size-fits-all”
solutions, consider an AV solution advertised as having
multiple operation modes: (i) a static-signature matcher,
which is fast, but vulnerable to morphing code samples;
(ii) a runtime, behavior-based monitor, which is effective,
but imposes significant performance overhead; and (iii) a
cloud-based agent, which is effective, presents low over-
head but incurs significant detection delays because of
its need to upload suspicious objects to AV company’s
servers. Whereas this “one-size-fits-all” solution may
claim that it has showcased that it can address all issues
at the same time, in practice it only brings new questions,
such as: (i) is static signature matching enough for most
cases or should the user turn on runtime monitoring per-
manently?; (ii) should runtime monitoring be enabled for
all processes or only for newly-launched ones?; (iii) which
fraction of suspicious objects should users outsource to
the cloud inspector?

These challenges are hardly ever tackled by “one-size-
fits-all” solutions, which end up transferring to users,
analytics, and system administrators the responsibility
to properly identifying the solution’s best parameters for
their use cases.

This mode of operation, where a solution attempts to
accomplish many goals instead of exploring a problem in-

depth is problematic because each claimed contribution
is not comprehensively explored and its implications are
not fully understood.

As discussed before, the feasibility of a solution for a
given scenario should be backed by data from prior obser-
vational studies. For example, many userland detection
solutions can potentially operate in kernel-mode. How-
ever, it is important to evaluate first to what extent the
solution addresses the problem in userland before making
it generic to both levels of abstraction. Similarly, whereas
an analysis solution can also operate in detection mode,
having it providing insights about an underexplored sce-
nario may be more scientifically significant than operat-
ing in a “2-in-1” fashion by integrating this approach to
build a detector enhanced by a marginal rate.

The scholarly work that closest investigated a side-effect
of “one-size-fits-all” solutions is the Android policy
evaluation by Chen et al. [41], where authors observed
that access control frameworks are often ineffective
because “existing Android devices contain a wide variety
of SEAndroid policies, depending on both the version of
Android as well as the device manufacturer” and even
user-defined policies are not enough to prevent privilege
escalation.

Pitfall 8: Developing real-time and offline solu-
tions under the same assumptions. Engineering so-
lutions are one of the most common types of proposed
malware research. A plausible reason for such preva-
lence is the pressing need to protect users and corporate
devices. Engineering solutions can be classified as real-
time and offline, according to their analysis/detection
timing approaches. In real-time solutions, the collected
data (e.g., API calls) is classified or flagged as mali-
cious as soon as it is captured (e.g., within a sliding
window). Offline solutions are usually used for analy-
sis, classify or flag an execution after all data (e.g., an
entire trace) is captured. Each type of approach presents
their own advantages and drawbacks, which in practice
are often mixed, resulting in flawed designs and evalu-
ations. Offline solutions present two major advantages
over real-time ones: simplicity of implementation and
whole-context view. The implementation is simpler be-
cause offline solutions: (i) do not need to concern about
monitoring overhead, a constant concern for real-time so-
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lutions because of performance penalties affecting users,
who can affect user’s experience, potentially leading users
to turn off the solution; (ii) do not need to protect them-
selves against attacks, contrary to real-time solutions, be-
cause they operate in a protected environment; and (iii)
do not need to concern about knowledge databases (e.g.,
signature, training model, opposite to real-time solutions
which need to consider database size and updates), also
because they operate in controlled environments, which
no strict constraints.

In practice, despite most papers claiming the applica-
bility of their proposed solutions in real-time, all of the
132 papers proposing defense solutions considered in
our systematization are actually off-line detection tools
because they do not present either solutions or reasoning
about the aforementioned challenges, with only four
papers acknowledging that. A good example of an
article properly handling the differences between online
and offline detection approaches is observed in the work
of Khasawneh et. al [99], which not only acknowledges
both operation modes (e.g., “We also evaluate the
performance of the ensemble detectors in both offline
and online detection.”), but also acknowledges their
performance differences (e.g., “the detection success
offline: i.e., given the full trace of program execution”).

Challenge 5: Understanding Prototypes and
Real-World Solutions. The security field is very dy-
namic and new solutions are often being proposed and
the nature of these proposals is very diverse (see the
interesting case of an academic mobile malware detec-
tor transition to the market [72]). Academic researchers
tends to focus on novel proposals, whereas industry re-
searchers usually work on developing real-world solu-
tions. Ideally, these two types of research should be com-
plementary, with one providing insights for the develop-
ment of the other. This type of cooperation, however,
requires understanding of the pros and cons of each type
of proposal, which is often not clear for many researchers.

When prototyping, researchers are free to create novel
concepts without the constraints of the real world and
concerns about deployment. In prototype-based studies,
researchers are usually concerned in presenting a new
idea rather than to what extent the idea can be tran-
sitioned to practice. In general, prototyping assump-
tion is that once the idea is validated, some third party
(e.g., a system vendor) can later provide a real-world
implementation for the proposed solution. As a draw-
back, prototype-based solutions cannot be immediately
deployed for use.

Research on real-world solutions, in turn, focuses on
ready deployment, thus exerting actual benefits to users,
corporations, and analysts. These proposals usually
rely on previous approaches and focus on practical con-
straints, such as storage requirements, energy efficiency,
and interaction with OS and other applications. Due to

these constraints, which can impose high development
and maintenance costs, it is common that some aspects
of the original proposal are discarded to allow for feasible
implementation.
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Figure 10: Prototypes and real-world solutions. Al-
though most academic research focus on prototype solu-
tions, labeling solutions as such is still not a common
practice.

We propose that both types of research are important
and that both should be considered equally valuable
by the community. However, due to the academic
community inclination of favoring highly innovative
work, academic researchers tend to propose more
prototypes than real-world solutions. On one hand,
science and engineering can only make breakthroughs if
highly innovative ideas are proposed, thus researchers
should keep investing in prototypes for presenting their
innovative ideas without constraints. On the other hand,
actual progress and broader impacts can only be made
if highly innovative ideas are transitioned to practice.
Going back to the NASA analogy, what progress would
have been made if no practical technologies had been
developed to actually reach outer space?

Our systematization revealed that many researchers do
not position their solutions as prototypes, despite none of
the 132 engineering solution papers reviewed presented a
solution that is mature enough to be deployed in practice.
Even solutions which were further transitioned to prac-
tice (e.g., the ROP mitigation KBouncer [150] become a
product [53]) could not be considered as ready-to-market
in the time of their publication since they lack even basic
functionalities such as Graphical User Interfaces (GUIs)
and configuration files.
One hypothesis for such a phenomenon is the lack of for-
malization on the role of prototypes and real-world solu-
tions. Figure 10 shows that from 2000 to 2005, when the
field was not well established, papers were not clearly po-
sitioned as either prototype or real-world solution (even
considering very lax definitions of prototypes, such as the
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author’s self-positioning their creations as such). As the
field matured (2006-2012), most researchers positioned
their contributions as prototypes. In recent years (2013-
2018), the percentage of researchers positioning their so-
lutions as prototypes has oscillated. This oscillation does
not correlate to more real-world solutions being pro-
posed, but actually to researchers not clearly labeling
their proposed work as either prototype or real-world. It
may indicate that researchers are facing difficulties clas-
sifying their own work or might be concerned of biases to-
wards both types of classifications (e.g., prototypes seen
as “academic exercises” and real-world solutions labeled
as “incremental, engineering, or development work”).

Correctly positioning their work is important for re-
searchers because reviewer’s criticisms about their work
are also biased according to this positioning, as some
reviewers are more prone to accept prototyping work
whereas others to accept more real-world work. Posi-
tioning a solution also implies on acknowledging some de-
velopment trade-offs. For instance, malware researchers
are typically required to select an underlying platform to
support their solutions. When supported by virtual ma-
chines (VMs), malware experiments can be easily set up
and analysis procedures usually scale well, as reverting
VM snapshots is enough for restoring the system to a
clean state. VMs, however, can be detected by armored
malware samples, thus resulting in reviewers complain-
ing about evasion issues. Bare-metal-based solutions, in
turn, are free from side-effects, avoiding sample evasion
and being more suitable for the development of solu-
tions targeting more advanced threats. As a drawback,
bare-metal systems are hard to reset to a clean state, as
no native snapshot support is available, limiting exper-
iments scaling and inclusion of large datasets. Whereas
analysis experiments can leverage a combination of VMs
and bare-metal machines to overcome evasion, reviewers
should acknowledge that researchers proposing the de-
velopment of new solutions are required to opt for one
of these environments under the cost of having to im-
plement their solution multiple times only to prove their
proposed concept as feasible. Researchers, in turn, must
acknowledge the limitations of the selected environment
and point out development gaps.

Another typical design choice that malware researchers
face is the targeted OS to leverage for their solutions. An
open-source OS, such as a Linux streamlines instrumen-
tation, as its kernel can be recompiled with new struc-
ture’s definitions, thus constituting a good prototyping
platform for the proposal of new experiments. The Linux
OS, however, presents fewer malware samples available
for evaluation compared to targeting it in comparison to
the Windows OS. Developing a solution for Windows, on
the other hand, can be considered as aiming to provide
a real-world solution, as it is the OS most targeted by
attackers [7]. This OS, however, is closed source, thus
not allowing kernel recompilation for structures redefini-

tion, which limits solution scope [25]. On Windows, for
instance, instead of kernel modifications, many changes
must be deployed in userland, a more restrictive threat
model, but compatible with a real-world solution.
If the peer-review process does not fully acknowledge
this trade-off, the choice between the adoption of Linux
or Windows as base for a solution development would
turn into the choice about which experimental step would
be considered as limited: implementation (restricted in
Windows) or evaluation (restricted in Linux). Similarly,
researchers working in mobile environments are required
to adopt threat models that might be more or less in-
trusive. For example, approaches requiring jailbreaking
OS native protections (e.g., Android rooting) are more
comprehensive, but one may claim that their implemen-
tations are unfeasible in practice due to the vendor’s se-
curity policies of not allowing device rooting. On the
other hand, self-contained approaches are immediately
deployable, but one might claim that these hypotheti-
cal solutions can be defeated by privileged actors (e.g.,
kernel rootkits).
Further, we identified a possible conflict between proto-
types and real-world solutions in the emerging field of
hardware-assisted security, which encompasses both ma-
licious codes exploiting hardware vulnerabilities [191, 67]
as well as the development of hardware support for
software protection [24]. Whereas hardware is often
designed using simulators (e.g., Intel PIN [128]), security
evaluations are usually expected to be performed in
real systems (e.g., exploiting a real vulnerability). In
addition, as malware research is multi-disciplinary,
reviewers from distinct fields (system security vs.
computer architecture) might naturally exhibit different
biases and preferences according to their working
fields standards (see biases in computer architecture
research [109]). Therefore, researchers in the field might
expect some reviewer’s feedback sometimes complaining
more about the feasibility of the prototype whereas
others will complain more about the security evaluation.
For instance, computer architecture experts tend to be
more prone to accept prototyping, as this community
is more used to the challenges for modifying actual
processors and often assume that vendors can better
transition solutions to practice [73]. Security experts,
in turn, tend to be more prone to question the viability
of vendors adopting the proposed solutions due to the
practical nature of most security research work.

4.4 Experiment Design

As for the design of solutions, pitfalls originated from
unrealistic scenarios also appear in experiment design,
as following discussed in this section:

Pitfall 9: Introducing biases in definition and
evaluation of datasets. To perform experiments in
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a significant scenario, researchers should balance their
datasets to avoid biases, i.e. experimental results being
dominated by a subset of all possibilities. Researchers
conducting experiments involving machine learning clas-
sification are particularly concerned with dataset biases.
For example, they do not want a single malware family
(e.g., Trojans) to dominate other malware families (e.g.,
worms, downloaders, bankers, etc). To avoid family rep-
resentation biases in malware experiments, researchers
strive to define datasets with equally represented mal-
ware samples counterbalanced by family type. Whereas
such choice seems reasonable, it also introduces biases
because equal representation of samples implies that all
scenarios (end-users, corporation sectors, countries) are
equally targeted by a balanced set of malware families, in
an “one-size-fits-all” fashion (see Section 4.3 for another
example where the “one-size-fits-all” pitfall applies). In
practice, no environment is known to be equally targeted
by all malware families. On the contrary, some environ-
ments may present unbalanced family prevalence, such
as the Brazilian scenario, which is dominated by banking
malware [35]. Therefore, targeted classifiers can poten-
tially outperform their “one-size-fits-all” counterparts for
a particular scenario. Unfortunately, most malware re-
search does not discuss this assumption and also does not
compare classifier results considering multiple datasets
having distinct family distribution.

Also, users are more prone to be targeted (and in-
fected) by malware distributed via phishing messages
than by automated worms [63], thus showing that
purely technical aspects (e.g. dataset with families
equally represented) has been trumping key cultural
and environmental aspects pertaining to the audience
of the solution. Ideally, a solution targeting a given
scenario should be evaluated with a dataset reflecting
the characteristic of that scenario. Unfortunately, there
is a scarcity of studies covering particular scenarios
(see Section 4.1, such as specific countries, industry
sectors, which makes the development of targeted solu-
tions harder. Among all defensive papers, only seven
discussed dataset distribution and its relevance to the
scenario where the solution should operate. Stringhini
et al. [183], for instance, proposes a system “able to
detect malicious web pages by looking at their redirection
graphs” and explain that their evaluation matches
real-world requirements because their evaluation dataset
was “collected from the users of a popular anti-virus
tool”.

Pitfall 10: Falling for the Anchor bias when defin-
ing datasets. Defining an appropriate sample dataset
(malware and goodware) is key to most3 malware re-
search. A dataset size too small might not be represen-
tative of a real scenario, thus characterizing results as
anecdotal evidence. Extremely large datasets, in turn,

3Offensive papers will present distinct requirements

might end up proving almost anything, given that even
statistically-rare constructions appear in the long tail,
but these might not be prevalent in any actual scenario,
thus limiting the application of researcher’s discoveries
as the expected conditions would be never met.

Ideally, to define a good dataset, researchers should first
identify the characteristics of the environments in which
their solutions are designed to operate, by leveraging
samples targeting such environment to avoid introducing
biases (see Section 4.4 for a more comprehensive discus-
sion). This two-phase requirement highlights the differ-
ences between observational studies and engineering so-
lutions(see Section 4.1). Whereas the first type usually
requires a large number of samples in the evaluation pro-
cess for appropriate environment characterization, the
second type can potentially leverage fewer samples once
previous studies have shown that the considered samples
are appropriate for the environmental characteristics and
present a significant threat model (see Section 4.2). As
pointed by Szurdi et al. []: “Investigating... behavior
longitudinally can give us insights which might general-
ize to traditional cybercrime and cybercriminals”. An-
other important factor in the dataset definition is the
type of research being conducted regarding targeted OS
(Windows, Linux, Android) and approach (dynamic vs.
static). Windows and Android environments provide re-
searchers with many more samples than Linux. Further,
static approaches can process a substantially larger num-
ber of samples per unit of time than dynamic approaches.

Because of the paucity in observational studies and lack
of dataset definition guidelines, researchers end up estab-
lishing datasets in an ad-hoc manner, adding challenges
to the peer-review process. More specifically both re-
searchers and reviewers end up falling for the Anchor
bias [64], a cognitive bias where an individual relies too
heavily on an initial piece of information offered (the
“anchor”) during decision-making to make subsequent
judgments. Once the value of this anchor is set, all fu-
ture decision-making is performed in relation to the an-
chor. Whereas this effect is present in many research ar-
eas (e.g., forensics [184]), its impact on malware research
is particularly noticeable. For example, consider a paper
proposing a new method to classify malware for Windows
using static methods and adopting a dataset with one
million samples. After publication, one million samples
implicitly become an anchor. Then, consider a researcher
proposing a novel real-time (dynamic) Linux framework
to detect malware via machine learning. Because the ap-
proach leveraged Linux (fewer samples available) and is
dynamic (i.e., requiring more time to run samples, pre-
pare the environment for samples, etc.), it will be nearly
impossible for this proposal to meet the “anchor require-
ments”: a dataset with one million or even hundreds
of thousands of samples. Next, after peer-review, it is
plausible to hypothesize that the proposal might receive
feedback pointing out the use of a “small” dataset.
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Figure 11 shows dataset size distribution for all defen-
sive and observational malware research papers pub-
lished since 2000. As hypothesized, no pattern can be
identified in such distribution, with published papers pre-
senting both very small and very large dataset sizes in
all years. As a result, the malware research fields tends
to become completely fragmented, which implies difficul-
ties to develop the field in a scientific way as no standard
practice is established.
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Figure 11: Dataset size over time. Whereas the me-
dian number of considered samples has been continuously
growing, the dataset size definition is still an ad-hoc de-
cision, thus resulting in non-uniform evaluations.

Figure 11 also shows a growth both in the frequency of
papers evaluating very large datasets (million samples)
and in the median dataset size over time, indicating the
occurrence of the Anchor effect. This bias should be
avoided by the community when aiming to develop mal-
ware research in a stronger scientific field under the risk
of presenting contradictory results, such as a paper claim-
ing that 900K samples are enough to present a land-
scape of all malicious behaviors [13] and another one
claiming that more than 1M samples are required only
to train its detection procedure [86].

Table 4: Dataset size by platform. Some platforms
have more samples available than others, thus affecting
dataset establishment.

Platform Minimum Median Maximum
Windows 1 2.1K 6.5M
Android 2 10K 2M
Linux 3 72 10.5K

Relevant to this discussion, Herley and van Oorschot [82]
suggested that the security community “stop insisting
that quantitative is better than qualitative; both types of
measurement are useful”. We propose that dataset def-
inition decisions consider environmental and context as-
pects in addition to other currently used criteria (e.g.,

considering only the number of samples). The impor-
tance of context for dataset size evaluation is illustrated
in Table 4.4, which shows the clear difference between the
minimum, median and average dataset sizes considered
in papers targeting distinct platforms. Studies target-
ing Android present a dataset size median (10K) greater
than studies targeting Windows (2.1K), despite Android
being a relatively newer platform compared to Windows.
This can be explained by the higher availability of apps
for Android (malicious and benign), including both le-
gitimate software present in the apps stores, as well as
malware samples targeting mobile device users. The con-
solidated Windows research reflects in its largest research
dataset (6.5M) face to the largest Android one (2M).
When considering network traffic studies, the number of
evaluated malware samples grows up to ≈27M [120].

Another observation is that malware studies targeting
Linux present, as expected, both the lowest median (72)
and lowest maximum dataset size (10.5K) values. The
natural reason is Linux platform being less popular than
Android and Windows, thus, being less targeted by mal-
ware writers. Therefore, it should not be reasonable to
expect a Linux proposal to use sample sizes comparable
to a Windows or Android solution, thus reinforcing our
claim for considering contextual aspects in dataset size
definition procedures.

An example of a representative dataset despite its
size is the one presented in the Control-Flow Jujutsu
attack [31] (offensive research), which is exemplified
with a single exploit and demonstrated its impact to the
whole class of Control Flow Integrity (CFI) solutions
based in the CALL-RET policy.

Pitfall 11: Failing to develop uniform and stan-
dardized malware and goodware repositories. A
significant challenge for defining a dataset for malware
research is the sample collection procedure, mainly due
to the lack of uniform or standardized repositories, which
often results in introduced biases and limited evaluations.

Figure 12 shows that, for most current malware research,
malware samples have been retrieved mainly using one of
the three following methods: honeypots, blacklist crawl-
ing, or private partner data sharing. These sources
present distinct drawbacks for malware experiments. For
example, honeypots cover a limited attack surface, only
capturing samples targeting the same platform as the
honeypot platform and in the same network, thus often
yielding the lowest collection rate among all the three
methods. Blacklists usually yield a good number of sam-
ples, but sample quality (e.g., diversity, age) is dependent
on a particular user’s contributions for updating the list
and/or repository, thus offering the analyst no control
over the available samples. Private partners’ repositories
usually present a relevant and comprehensive amount of
information about the collected samples, which typically
cover a real scenario, thus explaining their prevalence in
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network traffic research (Figure 13). However, due to
their private nature, (e.g., information shared by ISPs),
research-based on such repositories are often hard to re-
produce, as malware and traffic samples are almost never
shared with the community and their descriptions are
usually limited so as not to disclose much partner infor-
mation, sometimes even omitting the partner name itself.
We were able to find multiple occurrences of this prac-
tice in the academic literature: (i) “was installed at our
partner ISP” [38]; (ii) “botnet C&C servers provided by
industry partners” [201]; and (iii) “From a partner we
acquired a list of nodes” [152].
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Figure 12: Considered Malware repositories in the
entire period. Most research rely on blacklists, private
or custom repositories.
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Figure 13: Network repositories. Most research rely
on data shared by private partners.

A common drawback of most (if not all) malware repos-
itories (noticeably blacklists and public repositories) is
that they are polluted, i.e., present other data in addi-
tion to the malicious samples, such as misdetected legiti-
mate software and corrupted binaries (e.g, binary objects

derived from failed attempts to dump samples from in-
fected systems). For instance, by searching Virustotal’s
database, one can easily find artifacts triggering wrong
detection results [196], such as innocuous code excerpts
or binary blobs submitted by researchers (and even at-
tackers) as part of their detection evaluations. As these
object’s codes are unreachable or present incorrect en-
dianness, they are not useful for analysis purposes. To
create an appropriate dataset, such objects must be dis-
carded to avoid introducing bias in analysis procedures.
Unfortunately, none of the reviewed papers described this
step, which prevented our present analysis to identify
whether this step is implicitly assumed or simply disre-
garded by the researchers.

Another drawback of many malware repositories is that
they also store unclassified samples, which makes it hard
for researchers to identify families or the platform the
sample is targeting. Further, many repositories and
blacklists are unreliable (e.g., become offline after some
time), which adds obstacles to research reproducibility.

Even when researchers can classify the malware samples
from a given repository using some other method, they
quickly realize that most malware repositories are un-
balanced, i.e., some malware families are more prevalent
than others. More specifically, user-dependent reposito-
ries will be biased by the malware samples targeting the
top contributing users. Similarly, sample platforms are
biased by their market share (e.g., Windows vs Linux,
desktop vs mobile), which makes it harder, for instance,
to collect a significant amount of Linux malware than
Windows samples. Ideally, research work should ac-
knowledge these biases, as done by Le Blond et al. [20]:
“As a result of these biases, our VirusTotal dataset of-
fers a partial coverage of attacks where individuals and
NGOs are likely over-represented.”

Another challenge is the lack of sample identification
date, which places obstacles to the conduction of
longitudinal studies. Some proposals try to overcome
this challenge by making assumptions, such as consid-
ering VirusTotal submission dates as sample creation
date [85, 101]. This assumption can be misleading, as
it implicitly depends on AVs capacity of detecting the
samples. Therefore, when considering sample’s creation
date as the same as sample submission date, researchers
might not be evaluating when samples were created,
but actually when AVs detected or were notified about
them. This lack of proper temporal labelling affects
research focusing on sample evolution issues, such as
when machine learning-based malware classifiers start
experiencing concept-drift [95, 35].

Pitfall 12: Assuming crawled applications as be-
nign without validation. The collection of benign
software (goodware) to be used as ground truth for
security evaluations is also challenging. and the se-
lected samples directly affect evaluation results. Fig-
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ure 14 shows that most papers proposing defense solu-
tions rely on crawling popular application repositories
(e.g., download.com for desktop and Google Play for
Android). After raw collection, researchers need to en-
sure that the applications are indeed benign and repre-
sentative of a given scenario.
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Figure 14: Considered goodware repositories in
the entire period. Most research rely on crawling pop-
ular application repositories. Downloaded applications
are not guaranteed to be benign.

One important consideration when defining goodware
datasets to assure the effectiveness of a proposed secu-
rity solution is including common applications, i.e., those
that are actually installed and used by users belonging
to the environment the solution is supposed to operate
(see Section 4.4). However, the current trend of leverag-
ing larger malware datasets creates, via Anchor bias (see
Section 4.4), expectations of comparable large and coun-
terbalanced goodware datasets. However, when leverag-
ing a large number of applications from software repos-
itories, researchers risk considering as ground truth ap-
plications that are not common (e.g., listed in the 100th

top downloaded apps page).

In addition to representativeness issues, considering
applications crawled from popular repositories as a
ground truth for goodware might also cause a solution
to include considering malicious entities as legitimate,
as these may be embedded in Trojanized applications
(e.g., an installer embedding an adware [22]) in the
dataset. Whereas many reputable websites and app
stores scrutinize their distributed payloads, the benign
characteristics of a dataset cannot be ensured without
proper inspection. In all defensive solution proposals
considered in this work, only 15 (≈ 10%) explained
whether and how they filtered goodware samples (e.g.,
Willems et al. [202] stating that “in 3 cases one or
more supported scanners returned a positive result. We
checked those samples by hand and did not find any
malicious content within them.”).

Pitfall 13: Evaluating the application’s installers
rather than the actual application’s components.

Another problem of considering applications crawled
from popular software repositories in research works is
that applications are usually distributed in the form of
installers, and not as standalone applications. Installers
usually compress all application components (e.g, bina-
ries, libraries, drivers, so on) into a single component that
does not present the same characteristics of any of the
embedded components individually, which might result
in research pitfalls if not methodologically handed.

For static procedures, the problem of considering applica-
tion installers is that the compression of files in a single
component might hide strings, imports, and resources
present in the embedded components from the inspec-
tion procedures. This might result, for instance, in “tro-
janized” components of an originally benign software be-
ing hidden from the evaluated security component, thus
influence the evaluation results.

For dynamic procedures, the challenge is to trigger the
target application behavior, since the application must
be first installed. The installation procedure must be
automated, which is usually done via clickers [22]. If
this task is not considered, the proposed security solu-
tion will be evaluating the installer application rather
than the target one. This might significantly bias evalu-
ations since the characteristics of an installer execution
are completely distinct from the characteristics of the
installed applications. For instance, installers will likely
interact more with the filesystem (to drop the files to
the correct folders) than to interact with other system
processes, as done by malware samples.

None of the papers we investigated that considered
applications crawled from software repositories specified
whether they considered the installed applications or
the installers, and how the installation procedures
were automated. Whereas this does not imply that
their experimental strategy is wrong, we consider
that reporting these factors is a good practice for the
evaluation and reproducibility of malware research work.

Pitfall 14: Evaluating real-time and offline so-
lutions under the same criteria. Offline solutions
present a significant advantage over their real-time coun-
terparts: they have the entire trace available to make de-
cisions, which naturally increases their detection rates.
Real-time solutions, in turn, usually have to make de-
cisions on-the-fly with less data (e.g. sliding windows
of data), a partial view from the system or, API calls
collected until the inspection moment, which naturally
limits their decision capabilities and increases their FP
rates. As a drawback, due to their nature of considering
the whole-data view, offline solutions applied to a real-
time scenario would only be able to detect a malicious
sample after the sample performed all its malicious ac-
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tions (e.g., data exfiltration), and thus compromise the
system.

Thus, whereas offline solutions are evaluated almost ex-
clusively by their detection rates, the evaluation of real-
time solutions should also include additional criteria. An
important metric for a real-time solution is the detection
delay, i.e. how long it takes to flag a sample as malicious:
the earlier a threat is detected, the better, as the threat
is blocked before causing more harm to the system.

Despite detection delay is an important metric, a real-
time solution cannot adopt an aggressive policy and start
detecting any sample as malicious whenever it does not
have enough data to decide, as the false positives (FP)
rate is also an important metric. Whereas in offline so-
lutions a FP does not affect user experience, in real-
solutions, it might prevent a user to interact with a le-
gitimate application. In addition, the differences in the
amount of available data at decision time also affect the
classifier’s training strategy. Whereas classifiers for of-
fline approaches can be trained with entire traces, classi-
fiers for online solutions should be trained with multiple
sliding windows and strides derived from entire traces to
reflect their partial view. An online solution trained us-
ing complete traces would have a very low matching score
during runtime operation due to the lack of enough data
to be compared.

Unfortunately, detection solutions still do not clearly
distinguish these real-time and offline differences. None
of the evaluated work clearly pointed out the online
monitoring challenges that they proposed to tackle nor
evaluated the detection delay. Therefore, we can still
observe unreasonable claims, such as real-time classifiers
based on complete malware traces. For instance, Kwon
et al. [111] proposes an online detection method (“we
perform an experiment where we simulate the way our
classifier would be employed operationally, for detecting
malware in an online manner.”) and states that “We
train the RFC on the training set, with the same
parameters used on section 5.4.” (when all samples were
considered in an offline manner) and “Then we apply the
trained classifier on the testing set. We obtain 99.8% TP
rate”. Despite achieving a high accuracy result for the
presented experiment, it is unlikely that the same param-
eters for offline and online detectors would lead to the
best accuracy rates when operating in an actual scenario.

Pitfall 15: Evaluating analysis and detection ap-
proaches using the same criteria. More than differ-
ent goals, as presented in Section 4.1, analysis and detec-
tion work also require distinct approaches for their eval-
uations, and understanding these requirements is impor-
tant to properly develop and review these experiments.
Unfortunately, we can still identify research work mixing
analysis and detection concepts.

Analysis procedures aim to collect data for further re-
search steps (e.g., drawing a landscape, training a clas-

sifier, so on). Despite all challenges for tracing in-the-
wild collected malware (see Section 4.5), analysis stud-
ies usually do not suffer too much with these issues be-
cause they usually require only recording API calls at-
tempts for characterizing a malicious behavior, although
the malware couldn’t successfully complete the requested
action.

Detection approaches, in turn, involve actually observ-
ing a successful sample run. evaluate detection tech-
niques and unlike analysis studies, just monitoring API
calls despite their result is not enough for evaluating the
proposed solutions. Ideally, they must ensure that the
samples effectively run and trigger their detection invari-
ants, which can be challenging. Given the challenges
for reproducing malware experiments (see Section 4.5),
such as samples requiring legacy libraries to run, detec-
tion experiments should require analysts to first reverse
engineer the collected malware samples to identify their
execution requirements and later select the ones which
successfully executed, which naturally limits experiment
scale, as it implies on a limited dataset size due to the re-
quired manual interaction. To overcome the dataset size
challenge, detection studies could leverage fewer samples
than analysis ones once an analyst could prove that the
considered dataset is representative of a real scenario,
which can be done, for instance, by referring to previ-
ous studies, thus our claim of the importance of these
observational studies.

Unfortunately, most researchers do not describe
whether/how they reversed samples before testing
their solutions (among all considered detection papers,
only 13 (≈8%) acknowledged reversing samples before
testing), which did not allow us to identify whether
malware execution failures were due to the claimed so-
lution detection effectiveness or to missing components
required for execution.

Pitfall 16: Using non-reproducible methodology
for defining dataset and designing experiments.
Reproducibility is a key aspect to define some investi-
gation as scientific, since it allows other researchers to
disprove or confirm previous results, thus making predic-
tions and advancing the field. However, reproducibility is
hard to achieve due to both practical and theoretical is-
sues, and acknowledging reproducibility limitations helps
(i) preventing other groups from spending time attempt-
ing to reproduce limited experiments steps; (ii) shedding
light on the shortcomings of reproducibility of certain
types of research; and (iii) motivating researchers to ad-
vance reproducibility in further research work.

In practice, many malware research derives from data
shared by private partners, leverage proprietary solu-
tions, or depend on non-disclosure-agreements, which
prevents researchers from releasing their datasets.
Among all considered papers using datasets, only 33 (≈
7%) released their datasets (e.g., malware binaries or net-
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work traffics), showing that only a small portion of them
is reproducible.

More than having access to a dataset, reproducing
malware research is also challenging due to theoretical
limitations. For example, non-determinism at OS
and environment levels can yield different execution
outcomes for a given malware sample. This phenomenon
is more frequently observed in network-based malware
experiments. For instance, modern botnets often
contact domains at runtime using a Domain Generation
Algorithm (DGA), which results in distinct DNS queries
and contacted IP addresses along with their multiple
runs. There is no guarantee that the execution outcome
of a given sample will be the same when run by distinct
research teams on different occasions. Further, even
for researchers that can track network communications,
there is no guarantee that malware’s C&C servers will be
always available (e.g., became sinkholed). Acknowledg-
ing these issues is particularly relevant for researchers
trying to reproduce experiments with samples from
previous studies, because their C&C may have been
sinkholed. In this case, samples would fail to retrieve
their malicious payload and prematurely abort their
executions, thus presenting smaller execution traces in
comparison to their original reports.

Pitfall 17: Comparing Apples to Oranges. It
is not unusual for proposals to compare their evaluation
results with those from prior literature tackling the same
problem, for instance, comparing the accuracy of two
detection approaches involving machine learning. Such
comparison, however, should be carefully performed to
avoiding misleading assertions.

As a consequence of the lack of standard repositories,
many works end up comparing their evaluation results
(e.g., classifiers accuracy) with other values reported in
the literature. Whereas comparing work seems to be
straightforward, authors should care to perform fair eval-
uations, such as comparing studies leveraging the same
datasets, thus avoiding presenting results deemed to out-
perform literature results but which do not achieve such
performance in actual scenarios.

As a didactic analogy, consider image classification chal-
lenges, whose objective is to identify objects represented
in images (e.g., buildings, animals, locations, so on). The
challenges often provide multiple datasets. For instance,
the CIFAR challenge [110] is composed of two datasets:
CIFAR-100, which has one hundred classes of images,
and CIFAR-10, which is a filtered version of CIFAR-100,
containing just ten classes. Imagine two research work
proposing distinct engineering solutions for image classi-
fication, one of them leveraging CIFAR-10 and the other
leveraging CIFAR-100. Although one of the approaches
present a higher accuracy than the other, is it fair to
say that this one is better than the other? Clearly not,
because the task involved in classifying distinct classes

is also distinct. The same reasoning is valid for mal-
ware research, especially those involving machine learn-
ing. Therefore, authors should care to not perform com-
parisons involving distinct classes of applications, such
as comparing, for instance, approaches involving Dy-
namic System Call Dependency Graphs, a computation-
ally costly approach, with static feature extraction ap-
proaches is misleading because each type of work presents
different nature and challenges.

4.5 Test of Hypothesis/Evaluation of So-
lutions

In addition to theoretical issues regarding the research
and solution design steps, research pitfalls may also origi-
nate from practical aspects, even when experimental pro-
cedures are properly defined, for example when leveraged
tools for data collection and analysis present (inherent or
technological) limitations, which are often not well un-
derstood and acknowledged.

Pitfall 18: Using broken, raw samples. Many re-
search work in computer science and engineering leverage
some type of dynamic analysis technique to inspect and
characterize applications (e.g., computer architecture pa-
pers profiling branch prediction rates). In common, all
these research work present an implicit assumption that
all samples are well-behaved and self-contained, thus run-
ning without problems in a sandbox solution.

Many malware research work uses dynamic analysis tech-
niques to study samples and/or evaluate the effective-
ness of defensive solutions. Unlike the computer archi-
tecture example on profiling branch prediction rates, the
sandbox execution feasibility assumption is sometimes
flawed, given peculiarities of malware samples when com-
pared to standard applications. For example, while com-
mon applications (e.g., browsers, text-editors) are self-
contained, modern malware (noticeably downloaders and
droppers) are composed of multiple sub-modules, which
makes their analysis challenging, as such modules can
not always be captured, allowing a holistic analysis of
the sample. Moreover, these sub-modules often present
inter-dependencies, which requires analysts to guess the
correct execution order of samples (e.g., loader, down-
loader, and persistence modules). Another challenge is
getting access to loaders (for infection launch) and li-
braries (including proper version), required for sample
successful execution. This also makes infection launch
harder because most of times analysts do not have mal-
ware loaders, which are required for injection of malicious
payloads in their target processes, and also for launching
malware samples with proper command line arguments.
Modular malware execution is also challenging because
the libraries that they require to run may become out-
dated in current systems, thus requiring analysts to in-
stall a previous library version in current systems under
the risk of prematurely aborting sample’s execution due
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to version incompatibility. Further, shared libraries (e.g.
Windows DLLs) may fail to execute in automated anal-
ysis systems because of the need to manually identify
function entry points.

Unfortunately, none of the papers leveraging dynamic
analysis in our systematization described how they
handled such cases, which prevented us from discovering
why these cases are not being reported, either because
they were explicitly disconsidered from the evaluation
procedures or whether these aspects are being over-
looked by the community.

Pitfall 19: Failing to establish criteria for assess-
ing sample execution in a sandbox. Execution of
malware in sandboxed environments brings many chal-
lenges. When a sample runs in sandbox, even having a
standard entry point, there are no guarantees that exe-
cution was actually successful because the sample could
have applied anti-analysis techniques [194], or failed due
to multiple reasons, such as corrupted samples or OS’
incompatibilities.

Consider, for instance, an execution trace generating
only a few API calls. After sample execution the fol-
lowing questions arise: (i) are these APIs calls the only
ones supposed to invoked by the sample?; (ii) was the
execution aborted prematurely and the observed APIs
calls were just system cleanup routines?; or (iii) did the
sample evade analysis?

Therefore, establishing criteria for sample successful exe-
cution in sandbox (e.g., minimum number of invoked API
calls or exhibited behaviors) is crucial. Unfortunately,
none of the engineering, defensive papers considered in
this study that leveraged sandboxes presented either cri-
teria for a successful execution of samples in sandboxed
environments or percentage of samples that effectively
executed. We identified an example of a clear sandbox
criteria in the network study of Lever et al. [120], which
explicit that their study “excludes samples without any
valid or successful DNS resolutions.”

Only recently researchers started to systematically
investigate how much the distinct sandbox execution
timeouts affect malware analysis results [112]. We
expect this type of analysis to be considered in future
malware research work to better support experiment
design decisions.

Pitfall 20: Blindly relying on AV results as
ground-truth. When one thinks of malware detection,
Anti-Viruses (AVs) immediately comes up in most peo-
ple’s minds, as AVs are still the main defense line against
malware in all types of environments and given such im-
portance, AV research brings together academia and cor-
porate researchers, mixing prototyping and real-world so-
lutions (see Section 4.3), resurfacing the issues related to
misunderstandings of the challenges and limitations of
each type of work.

Many proposals rely on AV results as ground-truth for
their experiments (≈ 23% of all papers considered), ei-
ther for identification of sample families or for compari-
son of detection rates. Consequently, understanding the
implications of using AVs as ground-truth is essential to
understand research results.

The first challenge researchers face when relying on AVs
is that nobody really knows how commercial AVs work.
Whereas detection procedures such as signature match-
ing and heuristics are described in the literature, nobody
is able to identify which of these methods was applied
(and succeeded). When an AV solution reports a file as
malicious, a researcher is not informed about what spe-
cific methods contributed to this diagnosis (e.g., signa-
ture matching, heuristics, or a combination of methods),
which makes experiments considering AVs as ground-
truth challenging. Consider a new pattern matching
mechanism proposal, which reportedly performs 10%
worse than a given AV. Most would consider the impact
of this solution a small impact, thus not advancing the
state-of-the-art. However, the AV results might be based
on the use of a combination of detection approaches, such
as multiple heuristics and signatures, which makes the
comparison unfair. If the pattern matching engine of AV
could be isolated, researchers could discover, for instance,
that the new solution outperformed the commercial AV
static detection in 100%. As an example of this scenario,
consider the evaluation of the new signature schema pro-
posed by Feng et al. [66]. Their evaluation states that
“VirusTotal agreed with ASTROID on each of these 8
apps”, achieving the same results as commercial AVs.
However, since we have no guarantees that Virustotal’s
AVs leverage only signatures, the real conclusion might
be that this approach outperformed commercial AV
results.

Therefore, we advocate for the development and use of
more configurable AV solutions for the development of
more scientifically rigorous studies. While requiring com-
mercial AVs to adopt additional configuration schemes is
unrealistic, the community could set expectations for AV
companies practices such as providing detection results
metadata, so that researchers can cluster the samples de-
tected using the same technique. We acknowledge that
many AV companies would not be inclined to adopt such
proposal because of intellectual property issues. Alter-
natively, an interesting future work for the field is the de-
velopment of standardized AV evaluation platforms, such
as an academic, open-source AV which could be easily
instrumented for performing malware detection experi-
ments.

We highlight that while there are open source AV ini-
tiatives (e.g., ClamAV[49], they do not resemble a fully-
commercial AV, thus not being suitable as ground-truth
for malware detection experiments.

The impacts of the lack of understanding about AV’s in-
ner working are even more noticeable when one considers
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that commercial AVs do not follow a standard operation
model. Therefore, distinct AVs may produce different
results, even when evaluated with the same dataset. A
noticeable example of such non-uniformity is samples la-
beling, where each AV solution follows their own rules
and adds internally created extensions to sample’s la-
bels. This non-uniformity makes research reproduction
hard, as a dataset labeled by one AV (e.g., all samples are
Trojans) cannot be compared to another dataset having
the same labels but attributed to another AV, as nobody
knows how the first AV would label these samples. In
practice, the literature has already demonstrated that
considering AV labels for sample classification may even
decrease classifier’s accuracy [30]. To overcome this chal-
lenge, recent research has proposed AVClass, to normal-
ize AV labels [171]. Whereas this proposal addresses the
non-uniformity issue, only ≈ 33% of papers using AVs
as ground-truth published after AVClass release adopted
such normalization procedure.
Finally, due to the lack of understanding about AV’s in-
ternals, AV feedback, in general, is limited. Although
AV companies periodically release reports, these publica-
tions cannot be interpreted as technically sound to drive
research. Academic studies have already shown that, in
practice, AV reports do not expedite malware infections
clean up [192].

4.6 Summary

Once we have discussed all challenges and pitfalls in de-
tails, we now recap the the most important findings of
our literature review and analysis (in no specific impor-
tance order).

1. Inbalance in research work types, with more
engineering solutions being proposed than any other
of kind of study.

2. Solutions developed not informed by previ-
ous study’s data, which derived from the lack of
observation studies and make solutions application
to real scenarios harder.

3. Most work still don’t clearly state threat
models, which limits their positioning among re-
lated work and complicates the evaluation whether
they achieved their goals or not.

4. Failure in positioning work as prototypes or
real-world solutions, which complicates evalua-
tion and future developments attempts.

5. Offline and online solutions developed and
evaluated using the same criteria, which leads
to impractical solutions and unfair comparisons.

6. No dataset definition criteria, with authors and
reviewers defining suitability on an ad-hoc manner,

which tends to lead to an anchor bias towards pre-
viously published work.

7. Few attention to dataset representativity,
with few work discussing the population targeted
by the considered malware samples.

8. Most studies are not reproducible, either due
to the use of private datasets or the absence of a list
of considered malware sample’s hashes.

9. Sandbox execution criteria are not explained,
which makes hard to understand if the samples re-
ally executed or evaded analysis.

10. Non-homogeneous AV labels are still a prob-
lem, with distinct AVs labeling samples distinctly
(in a non-comparable manner) and with researchers
not performing homogenization procedures.

5 Moving Forward

In this section, we propose guidelines based on the dis-
cussed challenges and pitfalls for multiple stakeholders
to advance the state-of-the-art of the malware research
field.

5.1 The Field

• Increase discussions about experimentation practices
on the malware field to enhance research outcomes
quality. Existing venues such as USENIX CSET [189]
and NDSS LASER [145] might work as a forum for
discussing dataset creation and experiment designing
guidelines.

• Create incentives for the development of more ob-
servational studies and offensive research to provide
foundations for sound anti-malware solutions. De-
spite the currently non-ideal prevalence of engineer-
ing solutions, the community has already stepped in
to address this drawback via targeted venues which
acknowledge the importance of this type of research
for cyber security, such as the USENIX Workshop On

Offensive Technologies (WOOT), supporting of-
fensive research. In fact, most of offensive research
considered in this paper was published since 2008 in
such venue, thus highlighting its positive impact on
the field. Similarly, support of future workshops on
observational landscapes studies is warranted to help
help addressing this challenge.

• Consider academical and real-world expectations
when evaluating engineering solutions, thus allowing
academia to provide more efficient approaches to prac-
tical solutions adopted by the industry, such as propos-
ing new, more efficient signature-based approaches
that are still leveraged by AV solutions despite aca-
demic advances towards behavior-based detection.
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• Develop classifiers for imbalanced datasets is essential
to allow development of security solutions addressing
actual scenarios, where equal distribution of malware
families is nonexistent.

• Understand the impact of social and cultural aspects
when developing anti-malware solutions for users pro-
tection. In this sense, we consider that the recent
growth of the usable security field as a promising way
to bridge this gap.

• Create standardized repositories and establish guide-
lines for dataset definitions is essential to move the
community towards a more methodologically strong
discipline. Notice that we are not claiming for the de-
velopment of a static collection of samples, but to the
development of an structured manner to handle dy-
namic collections of malware samples. In this sense,
we currently envision attempts towards this direction
in the IoT scenario [98]. Whereas this initiative does
not solve current issues of existing repositories, it is an
important initiative to not repeat errors from the past
in the development of new technologies.

5.2 Researchers

• Clearly define the Research Objective according to one
of the types of malware research (e.g., Engineering So-
lution, Observational/Analysis/Landscape Study, Of-
fensive Research, Network Traffic) to streamline exe-
cution of the Malware Research method, specially re-
garding to proper evaluation.

• Define threat models based on real-world needs to in-
crease research applicability and impact.

• Clearly state engineering solution’s requirements to al-
low for adoption of proper metrics in evaluation.

• Position your solution as on-line or offline, thus easing
solutions evaluation and comparison.

• Position your solution a proof-of-concept prototype or
ready-for-deployment to incentive other researchers to
contribute to its advancement and enhancement. The
application of software maturity level assessment pro-
cedures [60], as leveraged by software engineering re-
search, might provide criteria for researchers better po-
sitioning their solutions.

• Define datasets representative of the environment the
real scenarios in which the solution is intended to op-
erate.

• Rely on previous landscape studies insights to develop
solutions and define datasets.

• State assumptions about malware and goodware sam-
ples repositories to allow biases identification and re-
search reproducibility.

• If making comparisons to prior work, avoid simply
referring to their reported results, but rather repro-
ducing their experiments using the same dataset and
methodology.

• Scan all samples, even those labeled as benign, to avoid
introducing errors in ground-truth definitions due to,
for instance, trojanized applications.

• Report AV detection results (e.g., sample labels) in
a uniform fashion to make studies comparable (e.g.,
using AVClass).

• Make your datasets (binary files, hashes, execution
objects) publicly available to facilitate research repro-
ducibility.

• Make sample’s execution traces publicly available to
allow research reproducibility even when C&C’s are
sinkholed.

• When characterizing datasets, report number of sam-
ples effectively analyzed and which criteria were con-
sidered for detecting/classification of succesful execu-
tion.

• Avoid using generic AV detection results as ground-
truth whenever possible to allow fair detection solu-
tions comparisons, thus opting for more qualified de-
tection information labels.

5.3 Reviewers

• Evaluate each work according to their stated goals:
prototype vs. readily deployable solution, static vs dy-
namic analysis, offline vs real-world, thus acknowledg-
ing the importance of observational/landscapes studies
and offensive security as basis for the developments of
sound anti-malware engineering solutions.

• Support observational/landscapes studies and offen-
sive security as basis for the developments of sound
anti-malware solutions.

• Evaluate threat model fitness to real-world needs in
addition to hypothesized threats described in the lit-
erature.

• Be mindful of Anchor bias when evaluating dataset
size, prioritizing how the researcher defined and evalu-
ated the representatives of the dataset for the context
proposed solution is supposed to operate (corporate
environment, home, lab, etc.).

• Engage in the exploratory feeling is essential to over-
come the bias of claiming for more contributions at
the charge of in-depth investigations, thus avoiding the
risk of claiming that a solution is limited when it really
solves part of a major problem.
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• Understand proposals as prototypes and not as end-
users solutions is essential to stimulate researchers to
propose their ideas in a free way.

5.4 Conferences, Journals, and Work-
shops

• Support more observational/landscape and offensive
security work via creation of special tracks, new work-
shops, and explicitly inviting in call-for-papers such
line of research, as already done for Systematization
of Knowledge (SoK) papers in some venues [179, 188].
and offensive security work as strong contributions in
conference/journal/workshop evaluation procedures,
having specially designed criteria for the evaluation of
this type of work, as already done for Systematization
of Knowledge (SoK) papers in some venues [179, 188].

• Adopt special landscape study sessions as part of con-
ferences Call For Papers (CFPs), to motivate the de-
velopment of this line of research, as some venues have
already done regarding SoK and Surveys [179, 188, 1].

• Support more practical aspects of malware research,
especially broader impacts in user and society, is es-
sential to integrate the academical knowledge to real
user’s needs. In this sense, we consider that the mal-
ware scenario may learn from experiences from related
security fields, such as the Real World Crypto confer-
ence [87], which focuses on practical aspects of cryp-
tography. an academic conference focused in practical
aspects, thus streamlining the science of implementing
real-world security solutions.

• Create incentives for dataset release for paper pub-
lication, for instance, including it as one of the cri-
terion during peer-review is a requirement that con-
ferences and journals could adopt to push authors to-
wards developing more reproducible scientific work. In
this sense, we consider as positive initiatives such as
the NDSS Binary Analysis Research (BAR) work-
shop [199], which released all datasets described in the
published papers.

5.5 Industry

• Security companies: include Indicators Of Compro-
mise (IOCs) in all threat reports to detection statistics
to provide the malware research and development com-
munity with better technical information about the
identified threats.

• AV companies: add detection engines and methods as
part of AV labels to allow researchers to better identify
how threats were detected and better evaluate their so-
lutions. We consider that displaying the AV detection
subsystems in OS logs, as performed by the Windows
Defender logs [135], is a good first step towards a long
journey.

6 Related Work

This paper intersects literature on improving research
practices and theoretical and practical limitations of
malware analysis procedures. We here show how these
aspects are correlated with previous work’s reports.
For reader’s convenience, the considered papers are
summarized in Table 5.

Table 5: Related Work. Summary of differences.
Science of Security

Work Approach Issues
Ours Practical Experiment design
[82] Theoretical Results reporting

Security Limits
Work Approach Issues
Ours Practical AV labels, private datasets
[34] Theoretical Path explosition
[139] Theoretical Opaque Constants

Pitfalls
Work Approach Issues
Ours Practical Signatures, datasets
[9] Theoretical False Positives

[153] Theoretical Training data
Sandbox

Work Approach Issues
Ours Practical sinkholing, loading
[194] Practical evasion
[127] Practical fingerprint
[168] Practical stimulation
[105] Practical replay

Science of Security. Discussion about computer
viruses myths dates back to the 1990’s [164], but the
development of solutions have taken the forefront of the
field at the expense of in-depth scientific discussions. In
this work, we revisited in-depth discussions on the field
by systematizing pitfalls and challenges in malware re-
search. We highlighted that all types of malware research
(engineering solutions, offensive research, observational
studies, and network traffic) can be conducted according
to a method integrating the scientific and engineering
methods. Herley and van Oorschot recently discussed
the elusive goal of security as a scientific pursuit [82],
and identified reproducibility issues in current research
papers. In this work, we complement this discussion in-
depth and in the context of malware research with issues
that go beyond reproducibility.
Prior work investigating malware research challenges fit
in one of the following categories:

Theoretical Limitations. Prior work investigated the
limits and constraints of malware analysis procedures,
which can appear naturally or be actively exploited by
attackers to make sample detection harder. Typically,
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these constructions consist of ambiguous execution and
data flows, which are hard to be tracked because they
span an exponential number of paths [34]. In addition,
constructions such as opaque constants [139] cannot be
statically solved, thus requiring runtime analysis, which
raises processing costs and demands more time, limiting
scale. Understanding these limitations is important
to properly define threat models and establish clear
research review guidelines. In this work, we comple-
mented this prior literature by extending the analysis of
theoretical limits of malware experiments to also include
practical considerations.

Experiment Design Issues. As important as to un-
derstand the limits of data collection procedures is to
understand the limits of analysis procedures, which af-
fect the experiment design. A poorly designed experi-
ment may result in the reporting of results that are not
reproducible or applicable in actual scenarios. Axelsson
has already reported issues with experiment design, as in
the “base-rate fallacy for IDS” [9], which states that “the
factor limiting the performance of an intrusion detection
system is not the ability to identify behavior correctly as
intrusive, but rather its ability to suppress false alarms”.
In other words, a solution reporting too many FP is im-
practical for actual scenarios, despite presenting high TP
(True Positive) detection rates.

A large number of current malware research rely machine
learning methods. Therefore, similar to the base-rate
fallacy for IDS, Pendlebury et al. [153] also reported
multiple bias while training models for security solutions,
such as datasets not reflecting realistic conditions [153].
Unfortunately, unrealistic datasets and threat models
are often seem in malware research. This paper ex-
tended this discussion to malware experiments in general
and discussed their impact in the development of the
malware research as a methodologically strong discipline.

Sandbox Issues. One of the most frequent concerns
researcher have when developing malware experiments
is regarding the sandbox environment leveraged for
performing real-time sample analysis, given the multiple
challenges that the use of this type of solution imposes.
Previous work on the literature have already identified
some challenges with using sandboxes in experiments,
for example, sandbox evasion [194] due to fingerprint-
ing [127] or lack of proper stimulation [168]. Kirat
et al. [105] also highlighted the need for isolating and
replaying network packets for proper sample execution
across distinct sandboxes. Given these challenges,
malware research often fails in accomplishing some
of the analysis requirements, as discussed by Rossow
et al. [166]. In this work, we presented additional
aspects, such as identifying broken samples execu-
tion and the lack of malware loaders, which must be
considered in the development of malware research work.

Improving Research Practices. In this work, we
proposed that all malware research can be done via a
methodology that integrates the scientific and the engi-
neering methods. Fortunately, this need has been ac-
knowledged (yet slowly and unstructuredly) by the com-
munity in recent years, via guidelines for handling do-
main lists [167], generating dataset for static analysis
procedures [131], for benchmarking systems [190], and for
the application of machine learning [176, 8, 178, 68, 37].
We hope our work to motivate other researchers towards
developing best practices guidelines based on the lessons
we learned and recommendations provided.
New views of security. A major contribution of this
work is to position security among the scientific and the
engineering methods. Whereas we believe this might be
a significant advance, these are not the only factors to be
considered in a security analysis. For instance, we believe
that economic aspects of security [5] should also be con-
sidered in analyses procedures. Thus, we expected that
these might be incorporated in future research method-
ologies.

7 Conclusion

In this paper, we presented a systematic literature review
of scholarly work in the field of malware analysis and de-
tection published in the major security conferences in
the period between 2000 and 2018. Our analysis encom-
passed a total of 491 papers, which, to the best of our
knowledge, is the largest literature review of its kind pre-
sented so-far. Moreover, unlike previous research work,
our analysis is not limited to surveying the distinct kinds
of published work, but we also delve into their method-
ological approaches and experimental design practices to
identify the challenges and the pitfalls of malware re-
search. We identified a set of 20 pitfalls and challenges
commonly related to malware research, that range from
the lack of a proper threat model definition to the adop-
tion of closed-source solutions and private datasets that
do not streamline reproducibility. To help overcoming
these challenges and avoiding the pitfalls, we proposed
a set of actionable items to be considered by the mal-
ware research community: i) Consolidating malware re-
search as a diversified research field with different needed
types of research (e.g., engineering solutions, offensive
research, observational/landscape studies, and network
traffic); (ii) design of engineering solutions with clearer,
direct assumptions (e.g., positioning solutions as proofs-
of-concept vs. deployable, offline vs. online, etc.); iii)
Design of experiments to reflecting more realistic sce-
narios instead of generalized cases the scenario where
solution should operate (e.g., corporation, home, lab,
country)leveraging datasets having malware families bal-
anced to reflect specific countries, vulnerable populations
or corporations); and iv) Acknowledgment of limitations
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current technologies and norms exert in research existing
solutions limitations (e.g., the use of closed-source AV so-
lutions as groundtruth for malware experiments) to sup-
port the development of more reproducible research. We
hope that our insights might help fostering, particularly,
the next-generation of anti-malware solutions and, more
broadly, the malware research field as a more mature
scientific field.
We reinforce once again that the views presented in
this work are not unique; other interpretations of the
observed phenomenon are possible. In these cases, the
researchers must formalize their views so as we can build
a body of knowledge on methodological practices. This
type of body of knowledge might be a recommended
reading for students entering the field and might also
work as a basis for the development of future guidelines.
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